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I. Recognise these figures.



1)

...........................................
3)



Roll No.

[10 × 1 = 10]
2)

...........................................
4)

...........................................

...........................................

5)

6)

...........................................

...........................................
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7)

8)

....................................

9)

.......................................

10)

....................................

....................................

II. Choose the correct answer and put tick ( ✓ ) in the box.

[10 × 1 = 10]

1. Which Asana helps in blood circulation, concentration and breathing ?
a) Garudasana

b) Dhanurasana

c) Sukhasana

2. ........................ is the best conductor of heat among liquids.
a) Mercury

b) Water

c) Gum

3. The inventor of "Mobile Phone" is ...................
a) Martin Cooper

b) Paul Zoll

c) George Crum

4. Which space mission carried the first animal, a she-dog called Laika, into
space ?
a) Sputnik 2

b) Pioneer 12

c) Vostok 6

5. A person who tries to remove all evils and abuses prevailing in a society ...........
a) Social reformer

b) effeminate

c) equestrian

6. Which of these is not found in Antarctica ?
a) Krill
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7. ................... have no specific sacred text.
a) Shintoism

b) Taoism

c) Judaism

8. Which movement was started by Mahatma Gandhi in 1942 ?
a) Swadeshi

b) Quit India

c) Swaraj

9. Which painting was originally drawn on walls, but today it is being made on
paper and cloth ?
a) Madhubani

b) Tanjore

c) Miniature

10. Which animal has the longest gestation period 608 days or just over 20 months ?
a) Asian Elephant

b) Hippopotamus

c) Rhinoceros



III. Fill in the blanks.

[10 × 1 = 10]

1. ....................... Asana helps to cure arthritis and improve legs flexibility and
strength of muscles.
2. A confident educated person can get respect and ..................... in the society.
3. Always obtain ......................... for any payment made.
4. .......................... is the highest point of mountain.
5. To be a good team player, we need to be .......................... to ourselves and to our
work.
6. White portion of an egg is called .......................
7. On a tight lease means under very ..................... control.
8. ..................... was the third Mughal Emperor and the greatest emperor of this
Dynasty.
9. The full name of "APPLE" satellite was Ariane .................Payload Experiment.
10. .................... can change from one gender to another and back again.
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IV. Matching. (Geographical Terms)

[5 × 1 = 5]

1) Peninsula

A strong wind that blows at a speed
of 62 - 101 kmph.

2) Island

Dwelling of the Eskimos.

3) Igloo

A violent storm with very strong winds.

4) Gale

A piece of land surrounded by water
from all sides.

5) Cyclone

A piece of land surrounded by water
from 3 sides.

V. Correct the following underline words and make correct sentences. [5 × 1 = 5]
1) He is taller than me. .............................
2) Honey is more than her sister. .........................
3) Some news are good news. ............................
4) I am no exceptional. ................................
5) Honey is more sweeter than sugar. .........................
VI. True or False.

[5 × 1 = 5]

1. Consumer awareness means making the consumer aware of his/her rights and
duties.

(

)

2. Bando is originated from Myanmar.

(

)

3. Veer Bhoomi is the Samadhi of Mahatma Gandhi.

(

)

4. E. Sreedharan is known as the 'Metro Man'.

(

)

(

)

5. Gurinder Chanda is an NRI and world famous film producer and
director.
VII. Answer the following questions.

[5 × 1 = 5]

1. Who decides whether a manuscript is worth publishing or not ?
2. The weight of which animal is as much as that of 30 elephants ?
3. Name the first Indian to be elected chairman of the World Economic Forum, Davos.
4. Why was the king ill ?
5. What was the original name of Birbal ?
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